GET CRISPER, CLEANER DRAWINGS...USE VENUS

The world's largest selling
DRAWING PENCILS

Then in consistently neat, accurate drawings. Specify Venus Drawing Pencils. They hold their points and give you smooth, even lines. Smooth

SMOOTH The lines are uniform in weight and tone because the clay and graphite are thoroughly mixed and uniformly graded in all 17 degrees. For box sales, use Venus Drawing Pencils with the great eraser tip. Buy them at your art store.

ACCURATE Your work is easier with Venus Drawing Pencils. Scientifically tested in each top grade of smoothness and uniformly graded in all 17 degrees. For box sales, use Venus Drawing Pencils with the great eraser tip. Buy them at your art store.

---

**THE TECH**

**Reviews & Previews**

It is too bad that so few students take much of an interest in the Flying Club over the weekends. For the most part, it is their own loss. Last Friday and Saturday, for instance, the Staff Players performance was attended by large numbers of faculty and administration members, and small numbers of students.

We can only say that anyone who watched this last performance of Mr. J. F. Prudden’s “Laboratory” without good reason that is, without legitimate school off days, should have attended. Next week’s program will be a play, “A Day at the Race” and the 1928 birthday cake. The birthday cake was a gift from the honor of the fiftieth anniversary of the Staff Players. The birthday cake will be served free to the whole campus.

**Excellent Acting**

No one would deny that the players are no assets and that their weakness was in the proper presentation of the play. On the other hand, the quality of the acting was excellent; we have seen much less convincing performances from far more prepared groups. Students who actually looked their parts, actors who really looked their parts, and actors who really looked their parts. Students who really looked their parts were chosen by the group. The young actors were chosen by the group. The young actors were chosen by the group.

**Outside Reading**

The companies and organizations are Pressure-Proofed* which means that, for instance, the Arrow Safety Device Co., Mount Sinai, New Jersey; the American Pencil Co., Hoboken, N. J.; the Humble Oil Co., Houston, Texas; the Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, California; the Hood Rubber Co., Watertown, Mass.; the Ford Instrument Co., Long Island Experimental Towing Tank, Hoboken, N. J.; the Arrow Safety Device Co., Mount Sinai, New Jersey; the American Pencil Co., Hoboken, N. J.

*exclusive Venus Patent
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**CALENDAR OF EVENTS**

**FEBRUARY 16 TO FEBRUARY 22**

**WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16**

Faculty Meeting, Huntington Hall, Room 18-700, 8:15 p.m.

Geology Department, Harvard-M.I.T. Geological Conference. "Recent Developments in Geology on the East Coast," Dr. F. M. Harby, Room 2431, 4:15 p.m.

Cathedral Club, "Prayerful Meditation in a Psychiatric World." Dr. Thomas E. Cashfield, Room 6-105, 5:00 p.m.

 Physics Department, "Recent Developments in Nuclear Physics," Dr. William B. Lewis, Room 24-321, 4:15 p.m.

Chemistry Department, "Radiochemistry and Nuclear Chemistry Colloquium: "Measurement of Some Palaeotemperatures."" Professor Harold C. Urey, University of Chicago, Room 8-119, 8:00 p.m.

---

**THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17**


---

**FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18**

Mechanical Engineering Department Seminar. "Dynamics of Gas Turbine Combustion," Mr. R. B. Reuben, Room 8-119, 3:00 p.m.

Physics Department. "Recent Developments in Nuclear Science," Mr. C. F. Little, Room 3-160, 4:00 p.m.

---

**MONDAY, FEBRUARY 21**

Civil and Sanitary Engineering Department. Sanitary Engineering Seminar. "Recent Researches in Milk and Food Sanitation." Dr. S. M. Miller, Room 8-119, 8:00 p.m.

---

**TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22**

Washington’s Birthday, Holiday.

---

**IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS**

Applications for undergraduate scholarships must be filed before February 18.

---

**EXHIBITIONS**

The sale prices of Egon C. J. E. Broeke's Book will be on display in the basement of Building 11 through February 21.

An exhibition of documents by Jules Astruc of New York will be shown in the basement of Building 11 from February 11 through March 21.